The “half price insurance for 3 months”
offer terms and conditions. (the “Offer”)
1. The Offer is 3 months’ Three SOS mobile phone insurance premium
discounted. The value of the discount is half the amount of the applicable
monthly insurance premium, half price will be €6.50, €3.50 or €2.00
(“Discount”) depending on the insurance product applicable to your device.
2. This Offer is available to customers who purchase Three SOS insurance on
an eligible device (“Eligible Customers”) between the 1st of September 2021
and the 31st of March 2022 (“Offer Dates”) via Three stores, three.ie, Care,
Telesales, Business channels but excluding Three preferred resellers.
3. For Eligible Customers who are Bill Pay customers who sign up to a Three
SOS policy with monthly payments as part of their monthly phone bill to Three
the discount will be applied to each of the three bills as a credit for the
relevant amount – being either €6.50, €3.50 or €2 depending on the insurance
product applicable. The Discount may be applied either on the first to third bill,
inclusive or the second to fourth bill, inclusive.
4. Eligible Customers who are Prepay customers who pay Mobilecover on behalf
of Zurich directly shall have the Discount applied to the first 3 months
insurance premium.
5. For Eligible Customers who are Prepay customers who chose to pay their
annual premium upfront to Mobilecover on behalf of Zurich directly, the price
of the product will be reduced for the duration of the Offer and customer will
pay either €126.88 or €65.63 or €39.38.
6. For customers who purchased a device from Three within the 180 day period
immediately preceding the Offer Dates, they may avail of the Offer through
Three store channels or Care channels where they take out an insurance
product during the Offer Dates.
7. Once the Discount has been applied for 3 months, Eligible Customers will pay
the Standard Monthly Premium of either €12.99, €6.99 or €3.99 depending on
the insurance product applicable to their device for the remaining agreed
insurance policy term.
8. This Offer is strictly subject to underwriting criteria. The Insurance premium
price point available to customers will depend on the device selected. Each
device is priced based on an underwriting risk assessment as well as the
value of the device. Terms and conditions apply. Three SOS insurance
products are underwritten and provided by Zurich Insurance plc. Zurich
Insurance plc is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

